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Detailed monitoring at Mount St. Helens since 1980 has enabled prediction of the intermittent

eruptive activity (mostly dome growth) with unprecedentedsuccess. During 1981 and 1982,
acceleratingdeformationof the crater floor around the vent (includingradial cracks,thrust faults,
and ground tilt) was the earliest indicator of impending activity. Numerical experimentsusing
the finite

element

method

to model

the mechanics

of the crater

floor show that

all deformation

features can be explained by a uniform shear-stressboundary condition along the conduit wall.

The magnitudeof the shearstressrequiredto match observeddisplacements
(1-7 MPa) is inversely
proportionalto the conduitdiameter (estimatedto be 25-100 m). The most probablesourceof
this shear stressis the flow of viscousmagma up the conduit and into the lava dome. We propose
a model in which the accelerating deformation, beginning as much as 4 weeks before extrusions,
is caused by the increasing velocity of ascendingmagma in the conduit. This model is examined
by using deformation data of the dome before four extrusionsin 1981 and 1982 to estimate the
volumetric flow rate through the conduit. This flow rate and an estimate of the effective viscosity
of the magma enable calculation of an ascent velocity and an applied shear stress that, again,
depend on the conduit diameter. The results of these calculations are consistent with the finite
element experiments and show that the proposed model is feasible. In light of this model, events
observedjust before or near the time extrusions began, such as reversals of ground tilt direction
from outward to inward and the sudden decrease in the number of shallow earthquakes, may

indicate an abrupt decreaseof shear stressin the conduit. This could be explained by a decrease
in either the ascent velocity, or the effective viscosity of the magma ascendingthrough the shallow
conduit, or both, near the time of extrusion. Precursory deformation like that measured at
Mount St. Helens should be observable at similar volcanoes elsewhere because it is caused by the
fundamental process of magma ascent.

INTRODUCTION

events this far in advance in 1981 and 1982 was monitoring

Predictions
ofvolcanic
activitydepend
onthedetection
of thedeformation
of thecraterfloor.
reliable
premonitory
symptoms
offorthcoming
events.
Since Whileclearlyuseful
forprediction,
littleisknownabout
May18,1980,intermittent
eruptive
activityat MountSt. thecause
ofthedeformation
onwhichthepredictions
were
Helens has provided a rare opportunity to recognizeprecur- based. One of the major goals of modern volcanology is to

sorsto eruptiveeventsat a silicicvolcano.
All 13eruptiveimprove
ourknowledge
of thecauses
of precursory
phenomepisodes
between
June1980andDecember
1982werepre- ena,sothatpredictions
become
asdeterministic
aspossible

dicted
fromtensofminutes
to,moregenerally,
a fewhours[Gorshkov,
1971;Decker,
1978;Swanson
et al.,1983;Tillbeforehand
primarily
onthebasis
ofseismicity
[Malone
et ingandBailey,
1985].Therefore
important
questions
that
al., 1983].Longer-term
predictions
weremade3 daysto 3 remainto be answered
aboutthe ground
deformation
at
weeks
in advance
of thelastseven
of these
events
(start-MountSt. Helens
include
(1) howcanthedeformation
of
ingwiththatof April1981)onthebasis
of deformation
thecraterfloorbeexplained
mechanically?,
(2) whatcan
measurements
[Chadwick
etal.,1983;Dzurisin
etal.,1983].thedeformation
datatellusaboutthevolcanic
processes
Nofalsealarms
wereissued.
Thisprediction
record
is "un- leading
to extrusion?,
and(3) arethese
precursory
patterns
common
if notunparalleled
in volcanology"
[Swanson
etal., unique
to MountSt.Helens
oraretheylikelytobeobserved
1983],andtheabilityto predictactivityseveral
weeks
in atothersimilar
volcanoes?
Thisstudyaddresses
these
quesadvance
isespecially
unique
andnoteworthy.
At MountSt. tionsbyconstructing
a simple
mechanical
modelto explain
Helens,
thesingle
mostreliable
means
ofpredicting
eruptivethedeformation
ofthecraterfloor,andthenperforming
calculations
with

to show that

the data

the model

is credible

and consistent

available.

This study is restricted to the years 1981 and 1982 when
the crater floor was well exposedand monitored. Since 1982,
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formation h•s been measured primarily on the l•v• dome.
Nevertheless,obvious deformation of the m•teri•ls covering
the floor suggeststhat it has continuedto deform before •nd

A

duringeruptiveevents[Swanson,1985].
DEFORMATION

OF THE CRATER

FLOOR

1981-1982

In 1981 •nd 1982, individual dome-buildingepisodeswere
separated by 1-4 months of relative quiet. Periods of dome
growth consisted of intrusion of m•gm• into the dome for
severa• weeks, culminated by the extrusion of l•v• onto its
surface,l•sting • few d•ys. Surfacedeformation measuredin

the craterbeforeextrusionsincluded(1) the openingof radial cr•cks,(2) the movement•1ongthrustf•ults, (3) r•dial
displacement•nd tilting of the crater floor, •nd (4) swelling
of the l•v•

dome.

All

these

movements

•cceler•ted

before

eruptive events.
Cracks

Ground

cr•cks

in the

crater

floor were first

observed

in

September 1980 extending r•di•lly outward from the dome
0

200

(Figure l a). Measurementsof the distances•crosscr•cks

m

showed
MAP

SCALE

that

some cr•cks

widened

•t

r•tes

that

increased

beforesubsequent•ctivity [Swansonet al., 1981]. In •ddition, new cr•cks formed, existing cr•cks propagated •w•y
from the l•v• dome, •nd some cr•cks showedstrike-slip com-

ponentsof movement(Figure 2a). The l•rgest cr•cks grew
to be 2-4 m wide •nd •bout 10 m deep [Chadwicket al.,
1983].
Thrust

Faults

During the December 1980 extrusion, thrust f•ults formed

on the crater floor (Figure la). By the summerof 1981, •
complex system of f•ults h•d disrupted much of the south-

westernp•rt of the floor (Figure lb). The thrust f•ults were
]abate •nd generally bounded by r•di•l cr•cks that •cted as
tear f•ults. The thrusts initially formed as small buckles less
th•n • centimeter high •nd typically moved• few meters before e•ch subsequentextrusion, some eventually growing to
h•ve frontal scarps •s high •s 5 m that f•ced •w•y from the
dome. Parts of the floor bounded by thrust faults moved up

and radially away from the dome (Figure lc). The lateral
movement of the thrusts was monitored by taping the distances between a point on the upper plate and two points
on the lower plate. A network of survey points was leveled
to monitor vertical displacements.Thrust movementsaccel0

200 m

0

2 m
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0
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eratedsystematicallybeforeextrusions(Figure 2b). These
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Fig. 1. (Opposite) Deformation of the crater floor at Mount
St. Helens. (a) Sketch map of the crater floor made from air
photos taken January 1981 showingradial cracksand thrust faults

(teeth on upper plates). The lava dome is shown in gray, and

c
X'

the blocky pattern shows recent rockfall deposits from the crater
walls. Lobes of lava that were eraplaced during different domebuilding extrusions are outlined. Rampart scarp is a fault scarp
with relative movement up to the south that bounds the crater
floor to the north.

Note

that

radial

cracks do not extend

north

of

this fault. (b) Sketchmap made from air photostaken September
1981. Dome talus is shown in coarse stipple. Vectors show dis-
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placementsfor rampart trilateration points (dashed)and thrust
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
faults (solid) leading up to the extrusionon October 30, 1981.
.::!:i:i:!:i:!:i::..':,;•ii•:i;i:!.?._i•::::::•i:•
Note differentvectorscales.(c) Radial crosssectionfrom the center of the dometo the crater wall (x to x • in Figurelb) showing
displacementsvectorsacrossthe upper plate of a thrust (relative
2 m
to point z) beforethe extrusionon October30, 1981. The vectors

SCALE

•::::.'::•.'_.•;:•:'.:::;:;:::i:!•:•_i:•:i::;
identified by the asterisk in Figures lb and lc are the same.
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Fig. 2. Accelerating deformation on the crater floor and lava dome of Mount St. Helens leading to eruptive
events. Plots showcumulativechangesin distancesmeasured(e) acrossa ground crack showingboth dilational

and strike-slipmovements,(b) acrossthe toe of a thrust fault, and (d) from a point on the craterfloor to a point
on the lava dome. (c) Tiltmeter data (radial component)showaccelerationof outwardtilting, turning to rapid
subsidence40 rain before an explosion[after Dz•trisin et el., 1983]. Vertical lines indicate the time of the start
of eruptive activity (in Figures2e and 2b the beginningof extrusionin Septemberand October 1981;in Figures
2c and 2d, an explosion,fonowedby extrusionin March 1982). Monitoring stationsare (•) .Christina'sradial, (b)
Christina2 thrust, (c) Roachtiltmeter, and (d) Hot Spot to Deloris.

movementsprovided a consistentand reliable predictive tool
at Mount

St. Helens in 1981 and 1982.

Crater Floor Displacements and Tilting

Beginning in early 1981, points were periodically trilaterated from a baseline

1 km north

(250-300 m from the vent) generallytilted a total of 20004000 (but as much as 20,000) microradians(t•rad) before
eachextrusion[Dzurisin et al., 1983].
Dome Displacements

of the dome in order to

Frequent measurements of the distances and vertical an-

determine horizontal displacementsnear the vent. These
measurements
showednearlyradial movements(Figure 1b).
Deformation of the floor and the dome began simultaneously, and horizontal displacementson the floor were cumu-

glesbetweeninstrument siteson the crater floor and targets
on the lava domewere initiated in October 1981 to detect
expansionof the dome. Horizontal displacementsas large as
30 m were measured, and demonstrated that the dome grew

lative and permanent; thus the conduit apparently remained

substantially by intrusion before lava was extruded onto its

filledwith viscousmagmabetweenextrusions[Chadwicket surface[Chadwicket al., 1983; Swansonet al., 1987]. The
al., 1983].
rate of dome expansionconsistentlyacceleratedbefore exFrom May 1981 to August 1982, electronictiltmeters on trusions(Figure 2d).
the

crater

floor

monitored

six extrusions.

Outward

tilt-

ingbeganseveralweeksbeforeeachextrusion,
accelerated
sharply for severaldays, and then abruptly changeddirec-

FINITEELEMENT
EXPERIMENTS
Numerical experiments using theoretical mechanicsand

tion to inward tilting minutes to hours before eruptive ac- the finite element method have been performed to better

tivity began (Figure 2c). Siteswithin 50 m of the dome understandthe deformationof the crater floor. The finite
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A. Mao view of Mount St. Helens

AT MOUNT

ST. HELENS

into two parts, the "crater floor" at the south end and the

"breach"to the north (Figure 3a). The eruptivevent is located near the center of the approximately circular crater
floor. The floor of the breach is essentially part of the ini-

tial slideplanefor the debrisavalanche[Voightet al., 1981]
covered by a veneer of pyroclastic flow and rockfall deposits

RAMPART
SCARP

withanaverage
thickness
of100m [Malohe
andPavlis,1983;
S. D. Malone, personalcommunication,1986] (Figure 3b).
The crater floor, however, is composed of tephra, pyroclastic fallback, and rockfall debris that are probably filling a
conical vent excavated by the eruptive activity on May 18,
1980. The crater floor was separated from the floor of the

FLANK

breachby a fault scarpcalled "the rampart scarp"(Figures
la and 3a). The scarpwas first observedin June 1980 and
B, Diaorammaticnorth-southcrosssection
S

RAMPART
SCARP

N

became a prominent and persistent feature in the crater. It
was vertical and trended approximately east-west with a 2
to 3-m relative displacement, up to the south. The significance of the rampart scarp is somewhat enigmatic, but it
apparently was a manifestation of the boundary between the

crater fill and the bedrockof the breach(Figure 3b). Evidencefor this interpretation comesfrom aerial photographs
taken days after May 18, 1980, which show that tephra on
the crater floor was filling a circular depression,the north
boundary of which is near the eventual location of the rampart scarp. Further evidence for a structural discontinuity
is that radial cracks in the crater floor propagated from the
conduit northward all the way to the rampart scarp, but

Q. Diagrammaticeast-westcrosssection
w

E

neverbeyond(Figure l a). By the end of 1982,mostof the
rampart scarp had been buried by the growinglava dome.
Idealization •or Numerical Modeling
Geometry. The conduit is assumedto be a vertical cylinder becausedisplacements measured on the floor around the

vent showa clear radial pattern (Figure lb). The diameter
of the conduit is constrained by field observationsand previous theoretical work. The beginning of extrusionof a new

lava dome (the oldestpart of the presentcompositedome)
was observed from a helicopter soon after the last major
explosive activity in October 1980. The conduit that was
Fig. 3. Schematic views illustrating the geometry and the as- feeding the dome was estimated to be about 25 m in diamesumedstructureof the crater of Mount St. Helens: (a) map view, ter. Careyand Sigurdsson
[1985]and Scandone
and Malone
and (b and c) crosssections.The fragmentalcrater fill is assumed [1985]calculatedvaluesof 95 m and 100-110m, respectively,
to be filling a conical vent formed on May 18, 1980, with a cylindrical conduit at its center. The bedrock of the breach is covered for the averagediameter of the conduit from 7-km depth to
the surface,based on modeling of the dynamicsof the erupby a thin veneer of pyroclastic deposits.
tive activity on May 18, 1980. The smaller value may be
more relevant, since this study is only concerned with the
upper I km of the conduit. In any case, these estimatesgive
element code of Frazier and Petersen[1974], modifiedfor an upper and lower bound for the•diameter of the conduit.
The crater walls are assumed to slope down beneath the
static problems, was used. After a region of interest is divided into many rectangular "elements" and conditions on crater floor at 55ø, the same angle as that from the rim to

the boundaryof the regionare specified(asdisplacements
or the floor (Figure3c). If the wallsare modeledasslopingless
stresses),the programcalculatesthe stresses
in eachelement than about 45ø, surface displacementsbecomeincreasingly
and the displacementsof the element cornersor "nodes." In- concentrated near the vent and inconsistent with field data.
ferences from field observations about the subsurface structure of Mount St. Helens were used to formulate the numer-

icM experiments.

Geometry and Geologyof the Crater
The 1980 crater of Mount St. Helens is U shaped; the
crater walls are breached where the north flank slid off the

The

volume

of the

crater

fill is therefore

idealized

as an

inverted cone and the conduit a vertical cylinder at its center

(Figure 4). For numericalmodeling,we can take advantage
of the vertical axis of symmetry and reduce this geometry
to a two-dimensional, axisymmetric problem representinga
vertical profile.
Two profiles with different geometry were used to distin-

mountain to form the debris avalanche,immediately preced- guish between two areas of the crater fill: the part north
ing the blast, on May 18, 1980 [Christiansenand Peterson, of the vent that is bound by the breach and the rest of
1981; Moore and Albee,1981]. The crater can be divided the fill that is bound by the crater walls. These will be re-
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Idealized profiles through the crater fill of Mount St. Helens used in the axisymmetric finite element

experiments.(a) The breachprofile,usedfor conditionsnorth of the vent and (b) the wall profile,for conditions
elsewhere.The light stippledmaterialrepresentsthe fragrnentalcrater fill (Young'smodulus100 MPa) and the
dark material in Figure 4a representsthe bedrockof the breach(Young'smodulus1000 MPa) whichis covered
by 100 m of pyroclastic veneer. R is the radius of the conduit. See text for discussion.

ferred to as the "breach" and "wall" profiles. The reasons tic rheology(characterizedby brittle behavioron shorttime

for makingthis distinctionare that (1) there was no thrust scalesand ductile behavioron long time scales)was considfaulting north of the vent (Figure l a) and the observeddis- ered,but not usedfor the followingreasons:(1) the formaplacementsthere were an order of magnitude smaller than

tion

of the cracks

and

thrust

faults

shows that

the crater

elsewhere(Figure lb), (2) the breachis a relativelymobile fill deforms primarily in a brittle manner and not by viscous
boundary,whereasthe wallsare relativelyfixed, and (3) the flow, (2) there is no evidenceof relaxationphenomenathat
radial distance to the boundary is smaller to the north of would suggesta viscoelasticresponse,and (3) for viscous
the vent (Figure 1a). Thesedistinctionsare discussed
fur- effects to be measurable during the period between extruther below.
sions(a relaxationtime of about 1 month), the crater floor
The

distance

from

the center of the conduit

to the crater

would have to have an unreasonably low effective viscosity

walls is about 500 m, and with walls sloping at 55ø, the of 10•5-10 •6 P.
conduit wall adjacent to the crater fill is then slightly over
Two elastic constants are required to determine the rela700 m (Figures3c and 4b). However,the distancefrom the tions between stress and strain in a linearly elastic, homocenter of the conduit to the rampart scarp on the north side geneous,and isotropic material; Young's modulus and Poisof the vent is only about 300 m. Using the same conduit son's ratio are used in this study. A value of 0.25 is used for
length of 700 m, the north boundary of the crater fill slopes Poisson'sratio. The Young's modulus for the crater fill is
at 67ø (Figures3b and 4a).
not known. It is taken to be 100 MPa, which is within the
Boundary conditions. In the wall profile, the crater walls rangeof valuesreportedfor soils[Vyalov,1986]and slightly
are assigneda no-displacement boundary condition because less than values for hyaloclastites, tuffs, and consolidated
deformation monitoring showedthat the outer flanks of the sandstones
[Birch,1966; Oddsson,
1981; Vyalov,1986].This

volcanodid not deform during 1981 and 1982 [Chadwick value should be appropriate for the fragmental, unconsoliet al., 1983]. However,points that were monitoredin the dated to weakly consolidated tephra of the crater fill. In the
breach were displaced northward before some extrusions, breach profile, the Young's modulus of the breach bedrock
suggestingthat the boundary of the crater fill to the north is an order of magnitude higher than the modulus of the
is somewhat mobile. This condition is approximated in the crater fill.
breach profile by surrounding the crater fill with a stiff, but
deformable, material to simulate the bedrock of the breach. Experimental Method
This material is covered by a 100-m veneer with the same
The numerical experiments were conducted by inputing a
propertiesas the crater fill (Figure 4a).
variety of conduit radii and distributions of normal or shear
Normal stressis added along the part of the ground surface stress applied on the conduit wall. Then the output was
beneath the dome to simulate its weight. We assumethat examinedto see (1) if the stressfield in the crater fill was
the driving force for the deformation of the crater fill comes compatible with the formation of radial cracks and thrust
from within the conduit. The boundary condition along the faults, and (2) how well the calculateddisplacements
at the
conduit wall is therefore specified as either a normal stress, surface compared with the representative field data shown
a shear stress, or both and can be varied along the length in Figure 1.
of the wall.
From the calculated stressfield, stress trajectories can be
Rheology. The crater fill material is fragmental ejecta plotted which are guides to orientations favorable to the
and rockfall

debris

which

is unconsolidated

at the surface

formation

of tensile

cracks

or zones of shear

failure.

Ten-

and probably weakly consolidated at depth. This material sile cracks should form parallel to the axis of the maximum
is assumed to behave elastically, which means that strains compressive stress. We assume that shear failure will ocare directly proportional to the applied stresses. A viscoelas- cur on planes oriented 30ø from the axis of the maximum
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Fig. 5.

Finite element results from the wall profile showing the orientation of stress trajectories at 30 ø to the

maximum compressivestressfor (a) normal and (b) shear-stress
boundaryconditions.Bold lines parallel to the
trajectories for each condition trace the orientation of possible fault planes which intersect the surface where

observed(Figure lc). The weak elementsin a zone used to simulate these faults are outlined. The Young's
modulus of the weak elements is 1-2 orders of magnitude less than the surroundingmaterial.

compressivestress, as is predicted by Coulomb failure and est adjacent to the conduit and decreasesharply with dis-

is commonlyobservedin triaxial compression
tests[Handin, tance away from the conduit. With an applied shear stress
1966]. This techniqueof mappingstresstrajectoriesto find the radial stressis tensile near the conduit and compressive
the geometry of failure surfaceshas been usedin fault inves- elsewhere.In the wall profile, the stressesin the tangential
tigations elsewhere[Hafner, 1951; Hubbert,1951; Sanford, direction(hoopstresses)
beginas tensilestresses
equalto or
greater than magnitude to the radial stress at the conduit
1959; Voight,1976].
Thrust faulting was never observed on the north side of
the dome. Thus the breach profile doesnot involve faulting,
and model displacements can be compared directly with the
trilateration data north of the dome in Figure lb. However,
faulting was common in the rest of the crater floor, and the
wall profile must be altered to include thrust faults. This
is done by lowering the Young's modulus between 1 and 2
orders of magnitude in individual elementsalong a narrow
zone where shear failure is likely, as determined by the analysis of stress trajectories. Thrust faults are thus approximated in the numerical experiments by a zone of elements
which are much weakerthan the surroundingmaterial. This
method is qualitatively supported by the results of Mandl et

al. [1977],who experimentedwith shearzonesin granular
materiM and found that they behaved as very weak zones
acrosswhich most deformation took place, whereas the sur-

rounding materiM remained essentiallyelastic and intact.
Surface displacementscalculated in this way can then be
compared with displacementsacrossthe upper plate of the
thrust fault in Figure l c.
Finite

Element

Results

and becomeslightly compressiveabout three fourths of the
way to the wall. In the breach profile, the tangential stresses
remain tensile all the way to the rampart scarp.
These results suggest that cracks should initiate at the
conduit wall and propagate outward in a radial direction all
the way to the rampart scarp, to the north, but not all the
way to the crater walls. These results are confirmed by field

observations
(Figure la). The resultspredictno shearstress
along radial cracks; however, strike-slip movement was observed along many cracks in addition to dilational opening

(Figure 2a). This strike-slipmovementwas a necessary
accommodation of thrust faulting.
Radial stressesin the wall profile are higher, probably becauseof the fixed boundary, and this may be why thrusting
occurs preferentially in areas of the crater floor where it is
surrounded by the crater wall. The stress fields produced
in the wall profile by either normal or shear-stressboundary conditions are appropriate for the formation of thrust
faults. The geometry of the fault planes produced by the
two boundary conditions is slightly different, however;normal stresscreates a fault with a constant dip, whereasshear

stresscreatesa fault that increasesin dip with depth (Fig-

Stressfields. Either uniform normal or shear stressesap- ure 5). Varying the conduit radius has little effecton the
plied to the conduit wall in both profiles create stressesin resultant stress fields.
the crater floor that are appropriate for the formation of raDisplacements. In both profiles, the magnitude of the
dial cracks. With an applied normal stress, the stressesin a shear stressrequired to match observeddisplacementsis inradial direction are compressivethroughout the floor, great- verselyproportional to the conduit radius. Thus a range of

CHADWICKET AL.: MECHANICSOF DEFORMATIONAT MOUNT ST. HELENS
Finite element

stressesis possiblein combinationwith the range of possible
conduit
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results

radii.

Results from the wall profile show that displacementsproduced by the shear boundary condition using stressesof 1-7

-m- Breach profile
•
Wall profile

MPa can match the field observations(Figures 6b and 7).
However, the stressesrequired with the normal boundary
condition, 11-120 MPa, are clearly unreasonably large. In
both cases, the best fit to the field data is obtained with
a fault zone 30 times weaker than the surrounding material. The model displacementsare sensitive to the strength
of the fault zone because if it is too weak, it deforms excessively and if it is not weak enough, there is little displacement across the zone. Nevertheless, the normal boundary
condition consistently requires about an order of magnitude
higher stressesthan the shear condition to producecompatable displacementswith a variety of fault zone strengths.
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Fig. 7.

Finite element results for both the breach and wall pro-

Results
fromthebreach
profile
produce
verysimilar
re- files
using
theshear-stress
boundary
condition
showing
themag-

suits. The field displacements
north of the domecan be nitudeof stress
required
to matchthesurface
displacements
asa
matchedsatisfactorilyby the shearboundarycondition(Fig- functionof conduitradius.
ures 6a and 7) usingstressesof 1-7 MPa. In contrast,the
normal boundary condition requires stressesof 5-40 MPa to

producelarge enoughdisplacements,again probably unrea-

sonably
high.Thisisapparently
because
theshear
boundaryWeconclude
thattheshear-stress
boundary
condition
best
condition
pushes
thefillmaterial
toward
thesurface,
where
reproduces
thefielddisplacemeats
because
thestresses
reit isfreetodeform,
whereas
thenormal
boundary
condition
quired
arereasonable
andareverysimilar
forthetwopropushes
it toward
a barrier
thatrestricts
itsmobility.
files.Alsotheamount
ofground
tiltingsuggested
bydisplacement vectors generated by the shear boundary condi-

tion from both profiles(1500-15,000 ttrad) agreeswell with
values recorded by tiltmeters. These results do not preclude
the existence

of normal

stress in the conduit

but show that

it would not contribute significantly to the surface deformation. In summary, the finite element results indicate that
all the field observations, including the geometry of cracks
and thrusts, as well as tilting of the crater floor and displacements measured on thrust faults, can be produced by

a uniform shear stressbetween 1 and 7 MPa (10-70 bars)
along the conduit walls.
A MECHANICAL

MODEL

OF THE

0

200 m

I

i

ß

0

MAP SCALE

FLOOR

The most likely physical source of shear stress along the
walls of the conduit is the flow of magma up the conduit.
Field evidence for shear in the magma during its migration

8 cm

I

FOR DEFORMATION

CRATER

I

to the surfaceincludes(1) prominentplanar flow banding
with alternatinglayersof denseand vesiculardacite, (2) the

VECTOR SCALE

alignment of long axes of xenoliths parallel to flow banding,

and (3) disaggregation
of xenolithsin planarshearzonesand
elongatecavitiesparallel to flow banding[ Cashmanand Taggart, 1983; Heliker, 1984]. The amount of shear stressapB

plied on the conduit walls is related to the velocity of magma
flow, so that an increasein the magma velocity would cause
an increase in the displacement at the surface. In our model,
increasing magma-ascent velocity is the fundamental cause
of accelerating displacement rates at the surface.
TESTING

0

25

rn

0

THE MODEL

1.5 rn

Can shear stressof the magnitude called for in the finite
element experiments be produced by the magma rising in
SECTION
SCALE
VECTOR
SCALE
the conduit? We performed a series of calculations to test
Fig. 6. Displacementvectorscomparingfield data (solidarrow- this model. Simplificationsare necessary,so the aim of these
i

I

I

I

i

,1

ß

I

I

I

heads)
andthefiniteelement
results
(open
arrowheads)
using
a calculations
is onlyto determine
whether
themodelis fea-

shear-stress
boundary
condition
for(a)thebreach
profile
(mapsibleandconsistent
withthedataavailable.
view) and (b) the wall profile(crosssection).Field data are the

same
asshown
in Figures
lb andlc. Opencircle
in Figure
6ais
the locationof the centerof the conduit.

Duringdomegrowth,magmais intrudedintothedome
before it is eventually extruded. The volume of magma that
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rosein the conduit during a given time interval preceding rive episodes(October 1981, March 1982, May 1982, and
an extrusioncan be estimatedby calculatingthe volumeof August 1982) to calculatethe volumesof intrusioninto the
intrusion into the lava dome during that time interval. De- dome and the volumetric flow rates up the conduit. The
formation

measurements made on the dome can be used to

data for the initial dimensions and volume of the dome for

calculatethese volumes,V, with the formula for an ellip- eachevent are taken from Table 1 of Swansonet al. [1987].
soidal segment

However, the volumes of the dome in this table do not ininclude talus.

To find the best dimensions

of an idealized

el-

lipsoidal dome without talus but with the volume published

in whichh is the height,w is the half width,and1is the half by Swansonet al. [1987],westartedwith the dimensions
inlength of the segment. An ellipsoidalsegmentis part of an cluding talus and decreasedthem systematicallyuntil they
ellipsoidcut off by a plane parallel to two of the semi-axes. agreed with the talus-free volume. We incrementally deThe volumeof magma that has risenin the conduit, V, di- creasedthe half width and half length by twice as much as
vided by the time interval, t, givesa volumetricflow rate, Q. the height to take into accountthe fact that the talus is only
The time intervalsare generallyshort enoughthat the flow on the sidesof the domebut the topographyon the domeis
rate is approximately constant during each interval. The also irregular.
average ascent velocity, •, is simply
The idealized dome therefore begins with the volume pub-

lishedby Swansonet al. [1987].After a time interval, a new
volume is calculated by adding the measured dome displaceand half length. The differenceof
the two volumesis the volume of intrusion during that interval. This processis repeated for all measurement intervals.
All the eruptive events except that of March 1982 had deformation measurementson four sidesof the dome. The greatest displacements measured on the north and south sides
were averagedand added to the half length, and thosemeasured on the east and west sideswere averagedand added to
the half width. Interpolation was necessary to provide uni-

(2) ments to the half width
in which R is the radius of the cylindrical conduit. As a first
approximation, the Mount St. Helens magma is assumedto
be a Newtonian fluid, for which a linear relationship exists
between the applied shear stress and the rate of strain. The
maximum velocity, Vmax,is twice the average velocity for
steady state laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid in a pipe

[Bird et al., 1960].
The shear stressthat would be applied to the conduit wall,
r, can be expressedusing the viscosity of the magma, #, R,

and either Vmaxor Q [Bird et al., 1960]:

2Vmax 4Q

r = # R -- #•rR
3

form time intervals

if measurements

were made on different

sideson different days. A more accurate way of calculating
the volume

of intrusion

added to the dome before extrusion

wouldbeto usetopographic
mapsmadefromair photos.

(3) However,
notenough
photos
andmaps
areavailable
forthis
purpose.

This shear stress can then be compared with the stress
boundary condition necessaryin the finite element calculations to match the displacementsand tilt observedon the
crater floor.
Magmas with crystals may behave more like a Bingham

The volume-supply rate to the dome apparently peaked
at about the time that extrusion began. This is when the
resolution in the data is poorest since measurementswere
rarely possiblejust before an extrusion, either becauseof
poor weather or increasedhazards. Deformation rates were

fluid with a yield strengththan a Newtonianfluid [Shawet increasingfastestthen, so the last measurements
beforeexal., 1968]. Muraseet al. [1985]calculatedan effectiveyield trusionsmay give rates that are minimums. The available

strengthfor the MountSt. Helenslavaof 1.3 x 105Pa, and evidencesuggests
that the deformationstoppedaboutthe
a similar value was calculatedby Moore et al. [1978]for time extrusionbegan[Chadwicket al., 1983]. We therefore
prehistoric lavas at Mount St. Helens with the same silica assume in these calculations that all of the measured deforcontent. Using flow velocities near the time of extrusion marion of the dome was completedby the onset of extrusion.
calculated below, this yield strength would be exceededeven The time of the onset of extrusion was either observedor es-

near the center of the conduit; the regionof plug flow would
be small and the velocity distribution near the wall would
be the sameas for a Newtonianfluid. Thereforea Bingham
theology with the above effectiveyield strength would have
little effect on the stressesat the wall. It is alsopossiblethat
the magma has a nonlinear theology, but since very little
is known about the flow parameters of Mount St. Helens
dacite, a Newtonian theology is used here.

timated from seismicand tilt data.
We calculated the volume-supply rate during extrusion
by using a different, somewhatarbitrary method. The total volume of lava extruded was assumedto come up the
conduit within 48 hours after extrusion began. The actual
time that an extrusion ended was difficult to determine, becauserates of extrusion declinedin an exponential manner,
but certainly most of the volume of each new flow came out
in the first 48 hours. However, the volumetric flow rate in

Physical
Parameters
andAssumptions
in theCalculations
theextrusion
interval
wasprobably
initially
greater
thanthe
The physicalparameterson the right side of (3) (Q, #, calculatedrate becausethe calculatedrate is averagedover
and R) must be estimatedto calculatethe shearstressat the 2 days.
conduit wall. The radius of the conduit, as discussedearlier,
is estimated to be 12.5-25 m basedon field observationsand
theoretical calculations by other workers.
Volumetric flow rate. We used deformation measurementsmade on the domeleadingup to four successive
erup-

Effective viscosity oj• the magma. During the domebuilding extrusionsin 1981 and 1982, lava eventually broke
out near the summit of the dome and flowed down one of
the sides for several days at decreasingrates. The most direct estimatesof the effectiveviscosityof the lava are from
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Volume

calculations using the equation for Newtonian viscousflow
down an inclined plane,

=

pgT2 sinr•
2Vmax(lava)
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SUDDIV rate vs. time
.
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lOO •

(4)

ß.e-

10/81

ß.e-

o3•82

•

o5•82

..a-

08•82

[Turcotteand Schubert,1982], in which p is the densityof

thelava(2.4gcm-• [Muraseet al., 19851),
g is the acceleration of gravity,T is the thickness
of the flow, Vma•(la•a)
is
the maximum flow velocity, and (• is the angle of the slope
down which the lava is flowing. The flow velocities were
measuredduring four extrusionsin 1981 and 1982; the calcu-

latedeffective
viscosities
areI x 10TMto 5 x 10•ø P (Table1).
Observations of a dacite lava flow at Mount Trident, Alaska,

yieldedsimilareffectiveviscosity
estimatesbetween10TMand

.001

ß
-40

,
-30

ß

,
-20

ß

,
-10

ß

,
0

.
10

Time (days relativeto extrusion)

10TMP [Friedman
et al.,1963].Themaximum
velocities
for Fig.8. Logofvolume-supplyrate
fromTables
2-5plotted
versus
the Mount St. Helens flows were measured within the first 24

time leading up to four extrusionsin 1981 and 1982.

hours after extrusion began, but as the lava slowedover the
next few days, the calculated effective viscosity increases to

as muchas I x 10• P. However,this apparentincreasemay
be dueto the dragexertedby rapidcoolingof the top and that crystals(40 vol%[Cashman
and Taggatt,1983])would
baseof the flow. Another possibilityis that the lava does contributemustbe addedto this crystal-freeviscosity.One
not actuallyflowdownslope
underthe influenceof gravity, method,usingan adaptationof Roscoe's
equation[Marsh,

but ratheris forcedfrombehindin a pluglikemannerand 1981],givesaneffective
viscosity
of5.4x 10• P fortheMount
the measuredvelocitiesprimarily reflectthe rate of extru- St. Helenslava. Anotherempiricalrelation[Metznet,1985],
sion. Both of theseprocesses
may occur; however,arcuate derivedfrom experimentalresultsfrom suspensions
in poly-

compressional
ridges
onthesurface
offlowsandvelocity
gra- mericliquids,yieldsaneffective
viscosity
of 4.1x 10•ø P.
dientsmeasured
fromthe baseto the top of activeextrusions Laboratorywork by Muraseet al. [1985]on a sampleof
provideclearevidenceof flowage.
the Mount St. Helens dome gave an effectiveviscosityof

An effectiveviscosity
of the magmabetween10TMand 10•s P at a temperature
of 1000øCand10• P at 1100øC.
10• P, estimatedfromthe directfieldobservations,
appears However,measurements
on a reheatedsamplemaynot truly
to be reasonablewhen comparedwith empiricalcalculations. represent the effective viscosity of a hot fluid lava that is

An empiricalmethod developedby Shaw[1972]estimates rapidly cooling,crystallizing,and degassing.
the viscosity of a crystal-free liquid based on its composi-

tionandtemperature.
Thematrixglass
composition
ofthe Results
FromTestCalculations
June1981lavaasreported
by Melson
[1983]isusedforthis Thevolumetric
flowratesthatwerecalculated
forthefour
method
andisassumed
anhydrous.
Thetemperature
ofthe extrusions
aresimilarwithmaximum
ratesbeforeanddur-

magma
calculated
byiron-titanium
oxide
geothermometry
ingextrusion
of5-15ms s-• (Figure
8, Tables
2-5). The
was960:!:40øC[Melson
andHopson,
1981;Melson,
1983].shear
stress
thatwouldbeapplied
ontheconduit
walldeThisisconsistent
withthemaximum
recorded
temperatures
pends
ontheconduit
radius
andtheeffective
viscosity
ofthe
of fumaroles
onthe domeof 918øC.An estimateof theeffect magma(Figure9, Tables2-5). The primaryconclusion
to
be drawn from the calculations is that peak shear stressesof
1-7 MPa along the conduit wall can be produced using the
values of parameters discussedabove. These stresseswere

TABLE 1. Effective
Viscosities
Calculated
FromLavaFlows

shownearlierto be enoughto producethe observed
displacements on the crater floor in the finite element experiments.

Extrusion

Date

Maximum

Velocity,
cm s-1

Thickness,

cm

Effective

The stressesrequiredin the finite elementresultsare in-

Viscosity,
P versely
proportional
to R; thestresses
produced
in thetest
calculations
areinversely
proportional
to R3 (see(3)). This

Oct. 1•81

0.125

3000

4.2 x 10•ø

meansthat only uniquecombinations
of parameterscan si-

March
1982

0.097

2500

3.8X10•ø

multaneously
satisfybothrelationships.
Thisis illustrated

April
1982

0.111

2000

2.1x 10TM graphically
in Figure
10,in which
thecurve
intersections

May
1982

0.086

Aug.
1982 0.493

2500

4.2x10•ø

represent
unique
solutions.
Other
possible
combinations
of

2000 4.8x100
* parameters
are
listed
inTable
6. the four
Some differences
exist
between

Data from CascadesVolcano Observatory (unpublisheddata,

1987).

eruptive events
and the completenessof the deformation measurements for

each.In general,
thethoroughness
ofthedeformation
mea-

The lavaflowsgenerally
floweddownslopesof talusfromthe surements(in time and space)increaseswith each event.

dome that were at or near the angle of repose. For this reason, c• The last time interval before the October 1981 extrusion is

inß(4)
isassumed
tobe30øinallcalculations.
long(5 days),andthemeasurements
before
theMarch1982
The effective viscosity calculated for this extrusion is proba-

blyless
constrained
thantheothers
because
thethickness
ofthe event
were
from
onlyoneside
ofthedome;
therefore
thecalflowwasnot welldetermined
andtheslopedownwhichit was culationsfor theseeventsarelessconstrained
than for the
flowingmay havebeensteeperthan 30ø.

other events. In addition, the buildup to the March 1982 ex-
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TABLE

2.

Calculations

ET AL.: MECHANICS

for the October

1981

OF DEFORMATION

Interval

Date

Time, LT

Voltune

Displacement,m

Length

ST. HELENS

Extrusion

Dome

Measurement

AT MOUNT

Width

Added

to Dome, x 106 m

Incremental* Cumulative

Q,

Vmax,t

ms s-1

m h -1

MPa

Oct.

22-23

1200-1200

0.096

0.190

0.019

0.019

0.225

2.29

0.085

Oct.

23-24

1200-1200

0.128

0.297

0.029

0.049

0.337

3.43

0.127

Oct.

24-25

1200-1200

0.154

0.332

0.033

0.082

0.385

3.92

0.145

1200-0800

2.935

10.000

0.907

0.989

1.800

18.34

0.679

0800-0800

0.000

0.000

2.000

2.989

Oct. 25-30õ
Oct.

30-Nov.

I

11.574

117.89

4.366

Initial domevolme, 2.05 x10? ms. Initial domedimensions
(in meters):I = 320.3,w = 260.3,h = 144.3.
* This volume was added by intrusion during all measurement intervals except the last when it was added by extrusion.
t Values of Vm•x shown for R = 15 m.

:• Vainesof r shownfor R = 15 m and g = 10•ø P. SeeFigure9 for r valuesusingother conduitradii.
õ Note the unusually long time interval; calculated values of Q, Vmax, and r are thus minimums.

trusionwassomewhatanomalous
because
it wasprecededby first two events(Figure 9a, Tables2-3). The most reliable
deep earthquakes and it began with an explosive discharge calculations are those for the May 1982 and August 1982

of pumice about 24 hours beforeextrusion[Weaver et al., extrusions.

1983]. No measurements
weremadebetweenthe explosion

DISCUSSION

and the extrusion. These considerations explain why the
The calculations above show that the flow of magma up
stressescalculated just before extrusion are lower for these the conduit is a feasible mechanismfor producing sufficient

TABLE

3.

Calculations

for the March

1982 Extrusion
Dome

Measurement

Interval

Date

Time, LT

Volume

Displacement,*m
Length

Width

Added

to Dome, x 106 m
Incremental•

Cumulative

Q,

Vmax,•

7',õ

ms s-•

m h -1

MPa

Feb. 10-21

1142-1330

0.032

0.032

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.05

0.002

Feb. 21-24

1330-1143

0.007

0.007

0.001

0.006

0.004

0.04

0.001

Feb. 24-27

1143-1107

0.003

0.003

0.001

0.006

0.002

0.02

0.001

1107-1006

0.034

0.034

0.005

0.011

0.009

0.10

0.004

Feb. 27-March
March
March

March

5

5-8

1006-1145

0.027

0.027

0.004

0.015

0.014

0.15

0.005

8-10

1145-1121

0.025

0.025

0.004

0.018

0.021

0.21

0.008

10-16

1121-1110

0.238

0.238

0.034

0.052

0.065

0.67

0.025

March

16

1110-1350

0.010

0.010

0.001

0.053

0.148

1.51

0.056

March

16

1350-1523

0.005

0.005

0.001

0.054

0.128

1.30

0.048

March

16

1523-1648

0.005

0.005

0.001

0.055

0.139

1.42

0.053

16-17

1648-0911

0.050

0.050

0.007

0.062

0.121

1.23

0.045

March

17

0911-1340

0.017

0.017

0.002

0.064

0.150

1.52

0.056

March

17

1340-1358

0.003

0.003

0.001

0.065

0.394

4.02

0.149

17-18

1358-0941

0.088

0.088

0.013

0.077

0.176

1.80

0.067

18

0941-1559

0.038

0.038

0.005

0.083

0.238

2.43

0.090

18-19

1559-0954

0.142

0.142

0.020

0.103

0.313

3.19

0.118

19

0954-1605

0.112

0.112

0.016

0.019

0.716

7.30

0.270

March

March
March

March
March
March

19-20

1605-2000

1.320

1.320

0.988

1.107

9.834

100.17

3.710

March

20-22

2000-2000

0.000

0.000

2.500

3.607

14.468

147.37

5.458

Initial domevolume,2.25x107m3. Initialdomedimensions
(in meters):I = 322.5,w = 262.5,h = 154.5.
* For this extrusion, displacement measurements were possible only on the north side of the dome. It is assumed that the other
three sides of the dome deformed identically.
• This volume was added by intrusion during all measurement intervals except the last two. The volume for the second to last

interval includes0.8 x 106 ms of pumicethat was explosivelyejectedat 1930 on March 19. The vohlmefor the final interval was
addedby extrusionbut is not exphcitlyknown. A combinedvolumeof 4.0 x 106 ms for the March and April 1982 extrusionsis
listed in Table 1 of Swanson et al. [1987]. The March extrusionwas slightly larger, and so it is estimated to have had a volume of
2.5 X 10 6 m 3.
:• Values of Vmax shown for R = 15 m.

õ Valuesof 7' shownfor R = 15 m and tt = 10•ø P. SeeFigure9 for 7' valuesusingotherconduitradii.
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TABLE 4.
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Calculations for the May 1982 Extrusion
Dome

Meast•rement

Interval

Volume

Displacement,m

Date

Time, LT

Length

Added

to Dome, x106 ms

Width

Incremental*

Cumulative

Q,

Vmax,i

T,$

m3 s-1

m h -1

MPa

April 23-29

1200-1200

0.075

0.061

0.011

0.011

0.021

0.21

0.008

April 29-May 5

1200-1500

1.009

0.092

0.077

0.088

0.146

1.49

0.055

May 5-11

1500-1600

1.030

0.826

0.147

0.235

0.281

2.86

0.106

May 11-12

1600-1000

0.202

0.492

0.059

0.294

0.916

9.33

0.346

May 12-13

1000-1500

1.375

2.008

0.281

0.575

2.691

27.41

1.015

May 13-14

1500-0500

0.691õ

1.902

0.225

0.800

4.460

45.43

1.683

May 14-16

0500-0500

0.000

0.000

2.500

3.300

14.468

147.37

5.458

Initial domevolume,2.65 x 10? ms. Initial domedimensions
(in meters):I = 352.1,w = 262.1,h = 166.1.
* This volume was added by intrusion during all measurement intervals except the last, when it was added by extrusion.
t Values of Vmax shown for R = 15 m.

•: Valuesof r shownfor R = 15 m and tt = 10lø P. SeeFigure9 for r valuesusingotherconduitradii.
õ This value is a minimum, since the displacement of the north side of the dome could not be measured during this interval or
after

extrusion.

shearstressto causethe precursorydeformation of the crater 15m andan effective
viscosity
of 1 x 1010P (Table6). In
floor before extrusions. However, it is difficult to say if any addition, it is interesting to note that the total volume of
combination of physical parameters in Table 6 is preferable intrusion into the dome is nearly the same for each event,
to another. Two piecesof evidencesupport a relatively small aboutI x 106ms (Tables2-5), although
considering
the
conduitradius. A velocityof 100-250m h-1 for magma simplifications used to calculate them, these volumes are
ascendingin the conduit was derived independently on the probably not constrainedwell enough to be confident of this
basis of P wave travel time differences between two seismic
observation. Nevertheless, this volume would be contained
stationsprecedingthe May 1986extrusion[Endo et al. 1987; in a conduit with a radius of 12.5-15 m and a length of 2E. T. Endo, personalcommunication,1987]. This velocity 3 km, the depth above which almost all precursoryseismicity
is consistentwith thosecalculatedhere usinga radius of 10- is concentrated[Maloneet al., 1983; Endo et al., 1987].

TABLE 5.

Calculations for the August 1982 Extrusion
Dome

Measurement

Interval

Volume

Displacement,m

Added

to Dome, x 106 ms
Q,

Vmax,$

T,õ

ms s-1

m h -1

MPa

0.003

0.010

0.10

0.004

0.015

0.020

0.20

0.008

0.002

0.017

0.014

0.14

0.005

0.044

0.007

0.024

0.028

0.29

0.011

0.042

0.029

0.006

0.030

0.023

0.23

0.008

1200-1200

0.260

0.174

0.036

0.066

0.069

0.70

0.026

Aug. 12-16

1200-1600

0.230

1.033

0.116

0.182

0.323

3.29

0.122

Aug. 16-17

1600-1630

0.405

2.030

0.225

0.407

2.553

26.00

0.963

Aug. 17

1630-1845

0.120

0.449

0.052

0.459

6.431

65.51

2.426

Aug. 17-18

1845-0830

0.941

5.330

0.584

1.043

11.804

120.24

4.453

Aug. 18

0830-0900

0.057

0.112

0.015

1.059

8.388

85.44

3.164

Aug. 18-20

0900-1030

0.000

0.000

1.250ô

2.309

7.015

71.45

2.646

Date

Time, LT

Length

Width*

Incrementair

July 19-22

1200-1200

0.022

0.010

0.003

July 22-29

1200-1200

0.054

0.085

0.012

July 29-31

1200-1200

0.011

0.017

July 31-Aug. 3

1200-1200

0.042

Aug. 3-6

1200-1200

Aug. 6-12

Cumulative

Initial domevolume,2.90 x 10? ms. Initial domedimensions
(in meters):I = 366.1,w = 276.1,h = 167.1.
* For the calculation of the half-width dome displacements, data from the monitored point that moved the most on the west side

(Near Miss 3) were not used, becausemeasurementsto nearby points showedthat those data were not representative.Instead, data
from a nearby target (Near Miss 1) are used.
t This volume was added by intrusion during all measurement intervals except the last, when it was added by extrusion.
•: Values of Vmax shown for R = 15 m.

õ Valuesof • shownfor R - 15 m and tt - 10lø P. SeeFigure9 for r valuesusingother conduitradii.
ô The last increment of intrusive volume is calculated from the last measurementinterval (0830-0900) before extrusion began

(at 1030). Somedeformation
of the domeoccurredafter extrusionbegan.This volume(0.25x 106 ms) is addedto the volumeof
extrusion(1.0 x 106m3) for the final timeinterval,whichstartsat 0900and ends48 hoursafter extrusionbegan.
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Stress vs. Radius

A. Shear: ,last Interval before,extrusion

-e-

10/81

-e-

03/82

-m-

05/82

-m-

08/82

-a-

Finite element

-•-

Calculations

•=10 TM

,,

lO
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5O
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Conduitradius(m)

Conduit radius (m)

Fig. 10.

Comparison of the stress required in the firrite element

experiments(Figure 7, breach profile) and the stressthat can
be produced by magma ascent according to the test calculations

(Figure9a, August1982extrusion;
curveat left for ft = 10lø P,
curveat rightfor ft = 101[ P). Arrowspointto curveintersections
which represent points that statisfy both relationships.

B. Shear: averaqed during extrusion
10

-e.

10/81

-m.

03/82

-m.

05/82

-•-

08/82

of the conduit, since there is no evidence of a substantial
magma body in the upper 7 km beneath Mount St. Helens

[Scandoneand Malone, 1985].
Once the "valve" is opened, a volume of magma proportional to the time since the last extrusion begins moving up

the conduit[Swansonand Holcomb,1985];this beginsa new
precursoryperiod. This volumeof eruptiblemagma(relatively hot and gas rich) must forceaheadof it the relatively
degassedmagma already in the conduit, and the degassed

magmabeginsto intrude the dome(Figure 11b). Seismicity
10

20

30

40

50

Conduit radius (m)

remainslow during this time becausethe conduit stressesare

not high enoughto causeearthquakes[Maloneet al., 1983].
As the magma ascendsover the next 3-4 weeks,its velocity

Fig.9. Maximum
shearstress
alongtheconduit
wails(a) during graduallyincreases.The removalof the degassed
magma

the
lastmeasurement
interval
before
extrusion
and(b)averaged
fromabove
theascending
eruptible
magma
maycontribute
duringextrusion,calculatedas in Tables2-5 (t• = 10•ø P) but

forarange
ofpossible
conduit
radii.InFigure
9bthevalues
for tothisacceleration
(Figure
11c).Eventually,
theascent
veMarch1982andMay 1982arethe samebecause
theyhavethe locityreaches
a peak,andin a shorttimemostof the volume
sameextrusionvolume.
of eruptiblemagmais deliveredto the surface(Figure 11d).
Endo et al. [1987]concludedthat magmamovesup the
conduit "in a matter of hours," but this is compatible with

Implications
•orMagma
Movement
thescenario
above
because
theascent
ofmagma
is very
slow and undetectable seismically during the first several
Theresults
presented
thusfarleadto thefollowing
in- weeks.Eventually,
justbefore
extrusion,
thenumber
of
terpretation
of howmagma
moves
toward
thesurface
at shallow
earthquakes
increases
astheeruptible
magma
rises
Mount
St.Helens.
Chadwick
etal. [1983]
have
suggested
rapidly
tothesurface.
Theresults
ofFr4mont
andMalone
thattheconduit
remains
filled
withmagma
between
eruly[1987]
also
support
thisinterpretation.
They
concluded
that

tiveepisodes.
Thelong-term
supply
rateoflavato the clusters
ofnearly
identical
earthquakes
("multiplets")before

surface
hasbeen
linearsince
theendof1980,though
the ornearthebeginning
ofextrusions
in 1984and1985
were
ratedecreased
byhalfat theendof 1981[Swanson
andcaused
byveryhighstrain
rates
ina small
volume
around
Holcomb,1985; Swansonet al., 1987]. This suggeststhat

some constant rate process,possibly involving overpressurization, may be operating in the magma plumbing system

at depth.The crystallization
of groundmass
andthesubse-TABLE6. Combinations
of Parameters
Consistent
Withboth

quent
concentration
ofvolatiles
intheremaining
melthaveFinite
Element
Results
andTest
Calculations
beensuggestedas sucha process[Cashman,1987]. However,

/•, P

R, m

•', MPa

Vmax,m h-X

a "pressure valve" is apparently located between a reservoir
of "eruptible" magma and a relatively narrow conduit to the
surface. The distribution of shallow seismicity, noted above,

I x 10 [ø

10-15

5-8

5 x 10 lø

20-35

2-4

25-30

suggests
that this "valve"is 2-3 km deep(Figure 11a). The

I x 10 TM

30-50

1-3

10-15

reservoir of eruptible magma may just be a wider portion

100-150
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Fig. 11. Cross sections (not to scale) showinginterpretation of the relationship between magma movements
leading up to dome-building extrusions at Mount St. Helens and associateddeformation and seismicity. See text
for discussion.

the magma conduit. They also noted that the similarity the "valve" closesagain (Figure 11e). Individual eruptive
of the events implied that the stressorientation remained eventssince 1983 have probably added larger volumesof in-

constantduring a multipier (12-72 hours)but that the in- trusion to the dome than did thosein 1981 and 1982. In
creasing size of the events suggestedthat the stresswas in- these events, the intrusive volume may be a combination of
creasing,possiblydue to "faster influx of magma." The first the degassedmagma that filled the conduit and eruptible
motions of these eventswere consistentwith thrust faulting magma that never was extruded.

[Frdmontand Malone, 1987].

At some
point
thefactors
governing
theascent
oftheImplications
forTiltReversals
andSeismicity

magmacrossa criticalthreshold,
andthe ascentvelocity Several
linesof evidence
suggest
that thestresses
in the
abruptlydecreases.
This takesplaceeitherjust beforeor conduitdecrease
abruptlycloseto the timeextrusion
be-

soonafterextrusion
begins.
Thevolume-supply
ratethengins.First,ground
tilt reversed
direction
fromoutward
to
decreases
rapidlyfora fewdaysuntilextrusion
stopsand inward
minutes
tohours
before
extrusions
(Table7 andFigure 2c). What causedthesereversalsis unclear,but the re-

lease of magmatic pressurehas been a suggestedhypothesis
4.0

3.0

[Dzurisinel al., 1983]. Similarly,deformationmeasurements
within hours of the onset of the extrusion of August 1982
showed that deformation of the crater floor had decelerated,

whereasthe dome was still rapidly deforming(Figure 12).
The sudden decrease in the number of shallow earthquakes
closeto the time most extrusions began further suggestsan

0.2
2.0

abrupt declinein conduit stress[Malone et al., 1983]. This
decreasein seismicity coincideswith or occurs slightly after

0.1

the reversalof tilt direction(Table 7).
1.0

0.0

1

5':1"
' '"8
'21
8 '2 '1''
24' '"03 '"06 ' '09"''12 '' 15
I
Aug17• J
Aug18

0.0

Time (hours)

A sudden drop in shear stress in the conduit just before
extrusion begins could be explained by a decreasein either
the velocity of magma ascent, or the effective viscosity of
the magma rising through the shallow part of the conduit,
or both. Which of these possibilitiesis more likely is unclear.
The calculated ascent velocities during extrusion are greater
than those before extrusion for the first three eruptive events

Fig. 12. Rate of displacement
of part of the craterfloorand (Tables2-4). This is possibleevidencefavoringthe viscosity

thelavadomeneartheonsetof extrusion
onAugust18,1982. hypothesis
because
thetilt reversals
occurbeforeextrusions.
Points are plotted midway between individual measurement times

(all times are local). Note that rates on the floor had abruptly

Such a decrease of effective viscosity could occur when the

decreased
bythemorning
ofAugust
18before
extrusion
began,eruptible
magma(hotteror moregasrichthantheoverlywhilethe rateson the domeshowed
no suchdecrease.

ing degassed
magma)finally is ascending
throughthe upper
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TABLE 7.

Times of Extrusion Onset, Tilt Reversal, and Decline in Seismicity
Onset of Extrusion*

Time, LT

Date

Time of
Reversal in

Time of
Decrease in

Tilt Directioni

Seismicity•

0800õ

Oct. 30, 1981

0800

0800 (-i-1hour)

2000õ

March 20, 1982

1850, March 19

1930, March 19ô

0500õ
1030'*

May 14, 1982
Aug. 18, 1982

0000
morningtt

0600 (4-2 hours)
1200 (4-2 hours)

* From CascadesVolcanoObservatory(unpublisheddata, 1987).
t From D. Dzurisin and T. L. Murray (personalcommunication,1987).
• From S. D. Malone (personalcommunication,1987).
õ Estimated.
ô This is the time of the initial explosive discharge of pumice. The seismicity declined after
the explosion and remained low until tremor began the following night, probably coinciding with
the onset of extrusion.
** Observed.

t• Due to extremely rapid tilting, the tiltmeter went off scale at 1800 on August 17. When the
meter was reset at 1500 on August 18, it showed reversed tilting until it was removed the following
day. However, this apparent reversal is less founded than the others, because the actual reversal
was not measured and the meter could have been disturbed when it was reset. Nevertheless, the
same meter showed a reversal before the previous extrusion, and the time interval during which
a reversal.may have occurred is that when the rate of horizontal displacement on the crater floor

abruptly decreased(Figure 12).

several hundred meters of the conduit just before it is ex- rate of volume supply, the diameter of the conduit near the

truded (Figure 11c). If this argumentis correct,then the surface,the effectiveviscosityof the magma,and the coneffectiveviscosities
calculatedfrom surfacelava flowswould finednature of the crater. This -kindof deformationmight
be minimumvaluesfor the stagnantdegassed
magmafilling be expected at other stratovolcanoesrepeatedlyerupting
the conduitandcausingmostof the precursory
deformation. lavaof similareffectiveviscosity(possiblygrowinga dome),
One would expect that the greater the time period between abovea cylindricalvent in a crater filled with tephra.
eruptive events, the more viscousthe degassedmagma would
A few structures that resemblethe thrust faults at Mount
become. If so, eruptive activity after long periods of repose St. Helens were observedat Soufriere Volcano, St. Vincent,
should have stronger precursorydeformation and seismicity, along the perimeter of a lava dome after it was emplaced

and sucha pattern hasbeenobserved[Maloneet al., 1983]. in 1979 [Sigurdsson,
1981; Shepherdet al., 1979]. These
On the other hand, the eruptive event of August 1982, were interpreted to have been bulldozed up by the advanc-

whichhas by far the mostcompletedata set of the events ing dome(H. Sigurdsson,
personalcommunication,
1985).
discussed,showsa decreasein ascentvelocity within the 12 Finite element experiments using shear stressbeneath the

hoursbeforethe onsetof extrusion(Table 5). Peakdeforma- domeas a boundaryconditionto simulatebulldozingshow
tion rates (and ascentvelocities)werepossiblymissedjust that this processcannotexplainthrustingat Mount St. Hebefore the other extrusionsbecausefrequent measurements lens becauseit cannot produce large enough vertical diswere not possible. The velocity must rapidly decreasesoon placements. Large ground deformation and faulting have
after extrusion starts, if not before, becausethe rate of ex- been documentedfor severaleruptionsin this century at Usu

trusionis observedto peak early and then decreaserapidly Volcano,Japan [Yokoyarnaet al., 1981]. The deformation
for the next few days until extrusion ends. This observation during the 1977-1982 eruption included numerousstrike-slip
is based on changesin the morphologyof the flow and its faults which accommodatedthrusting and uplift amounting

rates of movementduring extrusion[Swansonet al., 1987]. to over 150 m. This deformationhas beenmodeledas being
The decreaseof ascent velocity may be a better explana- causedby the intrusion of a shallowcryptodomethat never

tion for the drop-offin seismicitybecauseearthquakesoc- reachedthe surface[Katsui et al., 1985]. Theseexamples
cur along the wholelength of the conduit, whereasthe tilt is
sensitiveonly to conditionsin the upperseveralhundredmeters of the conduit. Tilt reversalsrecoveronly a fraction of
the precursorytilt possiblybecausevolume is permanently
added to the conduit during each eruptive event and further

relaxation
is prevented.

support the notion that this -kind of ground deformation
is not unique to Mount St. Helens, and monitoringdeformation around eruptive vents may be a valuable tool for
predictionof eruptive activity at other silicic volcanoes.

CONCLUSIONS
Finite element experiments show that the deformation of

Applications
to OtherVolcanoes

thecraterfloorat MountSt. Helens
precursory
to eruptive

The precursorydeformation at Mount St. Helensis caused activity in 1981 and 1982 can be explained by shear stresses

by the fundamentalprocessof magmarisingtowardthe sur- of 1-7 MPa (10-70 bars) alongthe wall of a conduitbetween
face, so the results of this study should be applicable to other 25 and 100 m in diameter. The most likely source for this
similar volcanoes. According to the proposed model, the shear stressis from the flow of magma up the conduit and
critical parameters for the precursory deformation are the into the dome before extrusions. Calculations using defor-
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mation data from the lava dome and physicalparameters Handin,J., Strengthand ductility,Handbookof physicalcon-

withintheirlimitsofuncertainty
show
thatthismechanismstants,
Mere.Geol.
Soc.
Am.,97,223-289,
1966.

iscredible.
Thenecessary
shear
stress
could
beproduced
Hehker,
C. C.,Inclusions
in the1980-83
dacite
ofMount
St.
Helens, Washington, M.S. thesis, 185 pp., Western Washington
bya magma
withaneffective
viscosity
of10•øP flowing
in Univ.,
Bellingham,
1984.

a conduitwith a diameterof 20-30 m, but if the effective Hubbert,M. K., Mechanical
basisfor certainfamiliargeological

viscosity
is as highas 10• P the diameterwouldhaveto

structures,
Geol.Soc.Am.Bull.,62,355-372,1951.

ascent about 4 weeks before extrusion, and its ascent rate

cano, north Japan, J. Fac. Sci. Hokkaido Univ., Set..4,

mustsystematically
increaseto producethe accelerating
de-

339-362,1985.

be60-100m. Themodelsuggests
thatmagma
begins
its Katsui,
Y., H. Komuro,
andT. Uda,Development
offaults
and
growth of Usu-shinzan cryptodome in 1977-1982 at Usu vol21,

formation at the surface. Abrupt tilt reversalsjust before Malone, S. D., and G. L. Pavlis, Velocity structure and reloca-

extrusions
began,
anda change
in thecharacter
ofseismicity tionofearthquakes
atMount
St.Helens
(abstract),
EosTrans.

nearthetimeofextrusion,
areinterpreted
tohave
resulted
AGU,6.4,
895,1983.
Malone, S. D., C. Boyko, and

C. S. Weaver, Seismic precursors

froma suddendropof shearstressin the conduit.This

to theMountSt.Helens
eruptions
in 1981and1982,Science,

could be explained by a decreasein either the ascent ve-

221, 1376-1378,1983.

locityor the effectiveviscosityof the magmaascending
in Mandl,G., L. N.J. de Jong,and A. Maltha,Shearzonesin

theshallow
conduit
nearthetimeofextrusion.
Precursory granular
material,
Rock
Mech.,
9,95-144,
1977.

deformation
similar
to thatmeasured
at MountSt.HelensMarsh,
B.D.,Onthecrystallinity,
probability
ofoccurrence,
and
rheology of lava and magma, Contrib. Mineral. Petrol., 78, 85shouldbe observableat similar volcanoes.

98, 1981.
Melson, W. G., Monitoring the 1980-1982 eruptions of Mount St.
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